deepC Store Presents at IEAGHG & BEG’s 6th International Workshop on Offshore Geologic CO2 Storage
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deepC Store’s Managing Director Daein Cha presented on Wednesday 13 September 2023 at the 6th International Workshop on Offshore Geologic CO2 Storage led by Bureau of Economic Geology’s Gulf Coast Carbon Center (BEG) and IEA Greenhouse Gas R&D Programme (IEAGHG) (sponsored by Storegga and hosted by University of Aberdeen). Daein’s presentation covered the overview of deepC Store (dCS), development status update of dCS’s commercial scale floating CCS hub project “CStore1,” and update on the policy development and business environment of Australia.

Emissions Measuring News in United Kingdom >>

First CO2 Storage Project in the Netherlands is Launched

Netherlands/Holland

>> 10/18/2023 - Porthos has taken a final investment decision to develop the first major CO2 transport and storage system in the Netherlands. In 2024 construction will...

IEF Leads Energy Security and Just Transition Roundtable at AEW 2023

South Africa

>> 10/18/2023 - Day 2 of AEW 2023 featured a roundtable, hosted by the IEF, that examined global energy and climate policies and how Africa can leverage its energy ma...
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